SPECIES TULIPS - A TALK BY SIMON WALLIS
Jenny Gibb

S

imon Wallis is a member of the Specialist Alpine
horticultural team at Cambridge University
Botanic Garden (CUBG). In a talk packed with
detail, Simon outlined the wild origins and
history of tulips, their cultivation, and the wide range
of species available.
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Many commercially-grown tulips are hybrids, which
flower for one season and are then discarded. Simon
urged us to consider planting species tulips instead.
They are widely available from specialist nurseries,
flower every year with no decline in vigour, offer a
wide range of heights, colours and flowering periods,
and are easy to grow in a sunny, well-drained spot in
the ground, or in pots.

CUBG holds several National Plant Collections,
Tulipa kaufmanniana
including that of Tulipa. The tulip collection was begun
in the 1920s by William Dykes, and currently holds
around 60 species. From the same era, The Book of the Tulip by Sir Daniel Hall is still an important
reference work. Opinion varies, but there may be 80 to 120 wild tulip species. Tulips exhibit huge
variation within the species and as a result, hybridisation is rife. Escaped garden hybrids can be
problematic for both taxonomy and conservation.
Tulips originated in mountainous areas of Central Asia, and Simon expects further new species to
be found in the former Russian republics. They flower immediately after overlying snow thaws in
spring, and can produce spectacular displays; in one area of Kyrgyzstan known as the ‘Red
Mountain’, a man is employed to remove every non-red Tulipa greigii, so as not to spoil the red
‘carpet’. With thousands of bulbs in flower, this is dedication indeed! CUBG aids local
conservationists in Tajikistan and Uzbekistan, to help protect wild colonies.
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Tulips came west as cattle fodder, via the Silk
Road, and at various points evolved into new
local species (for example, on the
Mediterranean islands of Crete and Cyprus).
In the 16th and 17th centuries they became
very popular in Europe, culminating in the
well-documented ‘tulip mania’ period.

Tulipa saxatilis ssp. bakeri

Species tulips need maximum sunlight in
both winter and summer to prevent
etiolation, although long, cold winters
produce stockier plants. They need optimum
drainage in a loamy, gritty soil, with dryness
in late spring and summer; some also require
summer baking.
CUBG grow the hardy
species outside in a rock garden, but most are
in alpine house conditions: shallow terracotta
pots plunged into sand beds in open-sided
polytunnels, to protect from winter wet. As
pots flower they are displayed in the main
alpine house.

In their native environment, tulips experience
dry winters but then receive very heavy spring
rain and even intermittent flooding prior to
flowering. To mimic this, CUBG stop watering
their pots from mid-July to November, then
water them very heavily. The pots are left for
three to four weeks, then watered very heavily
again. They are left for a further 3 - 4 weeks, and
when the leaves appear, normal watering begins
(tulips must not dry out when flowering).
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Simon advised that to reduce the risk of rotting,
avoid wetting the leaves, especially with hard
water (any limescale on the leaves can be
removed with milk). Feed well during flowering,
especially if the bulbs are to flower the following
year.
At two week intervals, apply three
successive phosphorus- and potassium-rich feeds
followed by one nitrogen-rich feed, but at half
the recommended rate.

Tulipa cretica

Repotting is undertaken in the autumn when bulbs are fully dormant, using dry compost. Check
that the bulbs are clean and free of rot (you can remove some of the outer bulb tunic but leave the
inner tunic intact). Dormant bulbs are planted in 30 cm deep terracotta pots, with crocks to cover
the drainage hole, followed by 2 cm of dry sharp sand. Place bulbs 1 to 2 cm apart on the sand and
cover with loam-based alpine compost to 4 cm from the rim of the pot, then top-dress with grit.
Propagating species tulips from seed is straightforward, but it’s important to isolate flowers before
pollination to prevent bees from hybridising the species. Seed can also be obtained from the
Alpine Garden Society or specialist nurseries. Sowing fresh seed within three to four weeks of
maturity will produce almost 100% germination; if left longer, seed will go dormant and will
require overwintering for subsequent germination (which declines to around 50% or less). It takes
three to four years from seed to flowering. Some bulbs will produce offsets, which may be
removed and grown on. Bulbs can be twin-scaled but each part must have adventitious roots
(growing from the bulb itself).
Simon outlined how to use species tulips
successfully in the garden:
• Choose a sunny site with excellent
drainage, out of the wind (which causes
drooping, especially in tall species).
• If you wish to lift bulbs in the summer
after flowering, plant them out in aquatic
baskets in gritty compost.
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• Plant in October/November at a depth of
15 to 20 cm, especially important for larger
bulbs, such as T. hoogiana and T. praestans.
• When the flowers are over, lift the bulbs
and place in full sun (to ensure the leaves
continue to replenish the bulb reserves), but
protect from rain.
Once the foliage has
collapsed, remove the bulbs, clean them and
store in a dry cool place.
Tulipa tarda

There are some potential pests and diseases. Tulip virus will degrade colour pigments, leading to
streaking, reduced vigour over five to six years and eventual death. Destroy affected bulbs while
in flower or when repotting. Aphids can be virus carriers, so spray affected plants with soap or
fatty-acid based insecticide. Bulb rot can be prevented by using free draining compost and careful
watering. Botrytis (‘tulip fire’) is a fungal disease which attacks chloroplast and pigments, causing
brown patches on leaves and flowers. Destroy infected plants immediately.
Simon recommended numerous Tulipa species, including:
T. sprengeri – good in dappled shade
T. sylvestris – stream and rock gardens, variable in the wild, much-used by Dutch breeders
T. bakeri – good under euphorbias
T. linifolia – slender foliage allows herbaceous plants to grow around it
T. cretica – small and very early
T. humilis – easy to grow in the garden or in a pot; don’t let it dry out
T. biflora – only produces two leaves, green-pink stained tepals, easy to grow but etiolated if early
T. kaufmanniana – Simon’s favourite; waterlily tulip, creamy-white with
yellow centre; easy to grow
T. montana – small (10 - 12 cm), red flowers early-mid April, good in pots
T. tarda – yellow centre with white tips, easy to grow, good in borders
T. saxatilis – stunning, glossy green leaves, lilac flowers with yellow centre; early into leaf but
then takes a while to flower
T. aucheriana – good with saxifrages or similar in alpine pots/plantings
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